Freedom of Information Request

Reference Number: EPUT.FOI.19.1223
Date Received: 1 September 2019

Information Requested:

1. Who own the Magstim TMS (Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation) machine at Brentwood?
   The Trust can confirm that the machine is owned by EPUT.

2. Is the TMS machine on Eput or NHS property?
   The Trust can confirm that the machine is on EPUT property.

3. Who at EPUT allowed a TMS private practice to happen on Eput/NHS property?
   The Trust confirms the provision of this service opening service was agreed by EPUT Executive Team.

Publication Scheme:

As part of the Freedom of Information Act all public organisations are required to proactively publish certain classes of information on a Publication Scheme. A publication scheme is a guide to the information that is held by the organisation. EPUT’s Publication Scheme is located on its Website at the following link https://eput.nhs.uk